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Estimation of volatility is essential in the pricing of exotic options. Generally, market-observed prices are 
available for exchange-traded, plain-vanilla (European) options. Hence, we implied volatility from such a 
data set. The method adopted to calculate volatility from this data is crucial. It must follow the basic 
principles of the market. Specifically, it should not allow manipulation or arbitrage at all in its formulation. 
However, the discrete nature of observable option price data makes it difficult to fit volatility surface, and 
forcing it in an economically justifiable way using stochastic volatility models. In practice and even some 
academic studies, shortcuts to fitting volatility surface are being taken. These simpler methods do not make 
sense economically. Such shortcut methods include e.g. using simplistic function forms and then fitting 
observed implied volatility to strike prices using this form. The first part of the thesis will try to explain the 
unjustified economical assumptions intrinsic to these models. Specifically, this thesis examined the implied 
risk-neutral PDF and CDF from each functional form. Using algebraically derived expressions, the results 
in this thesis showed that the polynomial form simplistic parameterization methods violate risk neutral 
arbitrage free condition arbitrage-free assumptions in the risk-neutral setting. Specifically, this approach 
artificially introduced unacceptable economical implications, which can be interpreted as market 
manipulation that are artificial, as shown from the shapes of pdfs and cdfs. These models showed negative 
PDFs corresponding to non-monotonically increasing CDFs, and also CDFs that do not converge to 1 over 
the entire domain. 
We interpret this probability result as the description of circulation behavior, thus the anomaly as ma- 
nipulation of market circulation. Whenever negative density occurs, the interpretation is that the circulation 
is artificially being instantaneously removed from the market, and then put back into the market at times 
where the density is positive, artificially causing overestimation in these areas. 
Furthermore, the CDF’s do not converge to 1 over the entire domain. We interpret this anomaly as the 
total of removed circulation and added amount not cancelling out, resulting in net removal of circulation 
being never put back into the market and hence, are permanently lost. 
Negative PDF’s occurred both at underlying prices close to zero, and for underlying prices that are 
relatively large (> 6000 ). Overall, the manipulation is similar to one in which the underlying price range 
is artificially being kept between a user-defined range. In reality, this kind of practice is extremely expensive, 
dangerous, and rarely the case. This is wrong in an economical sense. 
In summary, the first part of the thesis gave economical interpretations to the anomalies caused by 
simplistic parameterization approach. 
The latter part of the thesis will follow the stochastic volatility model, which is economically sound, to 
compute volatility. In this way, we use current option price data and construct a numerical example and then 
visualize the volatility surface. We conclude that the economically sound volatility model should always be 
followed, in the process of implying volatility surface from options data. The volatility surface can be 
extracted from this data in an economically sound way and such surfaces are presented in this thesis.  
Specifically, we followed the stochastic volatility model. The Dupire’s formula is outlined and proved in 
section 6, and we ran a numerical simulation empirically using this formula combined with a nonlinear 
smoothing on the dataset. Naive uses of Dupire’s formula cause numerical difficulty, but using different 
models of the underlying distribution gives a very nice fit, and this pdf must be risk-neutral. Specifically, we 
choose different models of the underlying distribution, derive expressions for prices accordingly, and then 
calibrate parameters to the dataset. We used a dataset consisting of European put options on Nikkei 225 
index, with 2 different expiries. We used Dupire’s formula combined with 2 different smoothing models for 
discrete option prices. The 2 different distribution models chosen are the composite model 
(lognormal+exponential), and the 3-parameter Weibull model. 
This exercise, as expected, showed 3-parameter Weibull model to gives bad fitting qualities and are 
unacceptable under risk neutral requirements. On the other hand, composite model is good. It turns out that 
the tuning of the composite model showed most of the weighting allocated to the lognormal part. Naturally, 
since lognormal is the underlying assumption Black-Scholes Equations, the composite model, which is an 
adjusted version of lognormal, produced better fitting. We can confirm that the composite model produced 
an extremely good fit (with total R2 being 83.6%.) 
We then proceeded to plot our estimate of the Dupire’s volatility function by having linear 
parameterization with respect to time, and then with another dimension of underlying price to give the 
Dupire’s volatility function. The result is an estimated volatility surface in the strike and expiry directions. 
It is shown that the slope in the volatility function is steeper when contracts are closer to expiration. 
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1 Abstract
Estimation of volatility is essential in the pricing of exotic options. Generally, market-observed prices are
available for exchange-traded, plain-vanilla (European) options. Hence, we implied volatility from such
a data set. The method adopted to calculate volatility from this data is crucial. It must follow the basic
principles of the market. Specifically, it should not allow manipulation or arbitrage at all in its formulation.
However, the discrete nature of observable option price data makes it di cult to fit volatility surface, and
forcing it in an economically justifiable way using stochastic volatility models. In practice and even some
academic studies, shortcuts to fitting volatility surface are being taken. These simpler methods do not make
sense economically. Such shortcut methods include e.g. using simplistic function forms and then fitting
observed implied volatility to strike prices using this form. The first part of the thesis will try to explain the
unjustified economical assumptions intrinsic to these models. The latter part of the thesis will follow the
stochastic volatility model, which is economically sound, to compute volatility. In this way, we use current
option price data and construct a numerical example and then visualize the volatility surface. We conclude
that the economically sound volatility model should always be followed, in the process of implying volatility
surface from options data. The volatility surface can be extracted from this data in an economically sound
way and such surfaces are presented in this thesis.
2 Introduction
The Black-Scholes model, Black and Scholes (1973), describes the relationship among option prices,
underlying security prices, expiry (time-until-exercise), and volatility of option prices. The underlying asset
prices are assumed to follow lognormal process. The model is based on arbitrage-free assumption. From
market observable European-style option prices, we can imply volatility using the Black-Scholes formula.
The implied volatility can then be used to price more exotic options such as American options. It is not used
to price European options because of the possible truncation/adjustments that are made in the process and
implying volatility from European option prices and then using the result to derive European prices would
be both redundant, and introducing extra bias.
In the original Black-Scholes equations, volatility is defined as the standard deviation of return on
the underlying asset. Hence, original B-S volatility has the same value for di erent options of the same
underlying. The implied volatility, however, is no longer the standard deviation of return on the underlying. It
is not the same for di erent the strike prices and term structure of the option contract. There is a deviation of
this implied volatility from the original Black-Scholes volatility. In particular, plotting the implied volatility
as a function of strike prices and expiry gives the volatility surface.
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E orts have been put into explicitly deriving volatility as a function of expiry, strike prices. One serious
concern is suspected artificial and unjustified condition imposed on volatility estimation. This estimation is
a combination of modelling and interpolation. During these processes, there must not be any assumptions
that imply any arbitrage or manipulation of the market through circulation.
This thesis examined multiple di erent approaches to modeling volatility surface. There are multiple
approaches of describing volatility surfaces that are found in contemporary literature. Some of these
models follow an approach called "stochastic volatility models", for example, as from Dupire et al. (1994),
Said (1999), Andersen and Andreasen (1999), and Andreasen and Huge (2010a). The problem faced by
implementation of stochastic volatility models is that the formulae for volatility usually require continuous
surface of European option prices. However, in practice, market observations of option prices are always
discrete. The data set consists of a group of data points for many individual option contracts. Naturally,
smoothing adjustments must be made for treating this discreteness of data.
Many attempts are made to tackle this challenge by giving economically valid interpolations of a
continuous surface of option prices from existing discrete data. Methods used include finite di erence
method, for example as outlined in Andreasen and Huge (2010b) and Andersen and Brotherton-Ratcli e
(1998), or Kahalé (2004) using single-maturity interpolation, or Fengler (2009) using cubic spline method
on a 2-dimensional meshed grid of expiry and moneyness, for each slice of fixed expiry. One critique
of the use of interpolated option price space combined with stochastic volatility model is that the choice
of interpolation schemes implicitly has limitations. Specifically, the smoothing method causes artificially
introduced constraints in the di erentiation of option prices and hence on the resulting volatility calculation.
This problem is especially significant, when the interpolation scheme of option prices causes discontinuous
second derivatives with respect to strike prices.
The important characteristic of using the stochastic volatility model combined with a smoothing solution
for the discrete option prices data is that it is arbitrage free and economically justifiable. Since the stochastic
volatility model (Dupire’s formula) is arbitrage-free, the resulting risk profiles are also arbitrage free. We
will examine this approach in detail for this thesis.
Another approach, the "simplistic parameterizations", describes the dependence relationship of volatility
on strike price and expiry directly, It does not have any consideration of the underlying, but directly carries
out parametric fitting on the implied volatility surface. The most basic implementation of this approach is
via simple polynomial fitting or fitting in other functional forms, such as in Itkin (2015).
In other words, this approach is a fitting of discrete volatility data with respect to strike prices and expiry.
This approach involves predetermination of the type of functions to capture the relationship. Usually a
simplistic function is used to express the relationship between volatility, expiry, and strike. This simplistic
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function is then calibrated with data and then used to price more exotic options. One justification for this
approach of fitting by simplistic function is from Cont and Fonseca (2002), showing that implied volatility
patterns show less variations in time, when expressed as a function of the strike price. Dumas et al 1998
hence modelled the volatility surface as a quadratic function. This idea is confirmed with numbers on FTSE
options by Alentorn (2004), and extended to more complex functional forms by Tompkins 2001, Kotze et al
2013, and Carr et al. 2013.
Supporters to the second approach argues that the quality of fit is statistically better in this fitting
method. Hence, they reason that this approach provides a trustworthy snapshot of the volatility. The
computed volatility can then be used in risk management of portfolios. We are going to explore economical
interpretations of the results.
However, in this thesis we argue that it is important to consider the financial implications of having
predetermined volatility functions. Following their approach, we explicitly show the type of misleading
assumption that is intrinsic in these parameteric models (second approach above).
We will first establish how financial implications can be explored in terms of the implied probability
density distribution of the underlying asset prices. As with the interpolation of option price used in the first
approach (using stochastic volatility models such as Dupire’s Formula), these regression-based volatility
representations can also lead to dangerous interpretation problems (model-driven arbitrage). We found an
economical sensibility problem when fitting volatility surfaces to strike prices and expiry directly using
simplistic forms. Hence, in the future, we propose to investigate further the treatments to this problem.
3 Purpose of Study
There are two goals to this thesis project. The first is to explicitly investigate the unjustifiable financial
implications, or so-called model-driven arbitrage behind the method of using simple regression models to
describe volatility surface. In this part of the , regression models based on polynomials up to the order of
two will be examined in terms of implied PDFs, analytically.
Specifically, after analytically deriving the expressions for implied PDFs, we can establish the economical
soundness criteria in terms of PDF. The underlying asset price must be assumed to follow a valid probability
distribution. Specifically, the implied PDF must be positive and sum to 1 over the entire range. In the forms
of equations, the required criteria for the implied PDF is hence (derivation of the below expression of PDF
is given in Proposition 3.2)
@2(Ct(K,St)erT )
@K2
  0, 8 St   0
In terms of CDF, the implied CDF must be 0 at underlying price 0, approach 1 as underlying approaches
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infinity. Moreover, the implied CDF must be monotonically increasing in between 0 and infinity. It follows


















The second part of the project is to apply an alternative, economically justifiable approach, i.e. the usage
of Dupire’s Formula combined with interpolation of option prices data in the strike-expiry space. Data to
be used should preferably contain as many points in expiry and strike as possible. Methods including finite-
di erence, finite-di erence with fixed expiry, and cubic spline are possible interpolation method choices,
but within the scope of this thesis, we choose to implement 2 probability distribution based interpolation
methods that are more intuitively related to the process followed by underlying asset prices.
4 Derivation of Implied Risk Neutral Probability Distribution
For this section, we are going to examine the simplistic parameterization approach of estimating volatility
surface in general. We are going to establish several analytical tools linking the simplistic parameterization
function form to the process followed by underlying prices. In summary, we are going to lay down the
theoretical foundation and build the mathematical framework useful for our later evaluation of economical
meanings of predetermined parameterization forms.
Specifically, we are going to show that the the second derivative of European put option prices with
respect to strike price is equal to the implied PDF (probability density distribution) of underlying. For the
volatility function in question to lead to no model-driven arbitrage/manipulation, the implied PDF must be
a valid PDF, i.e. be positive all the time and sum to 1 over the entire domain.
It follows that the implied CDF of volatility function is equal to first derivative with respect to strike
price. This can also be used as an e cient testing tool for economical soundness. Specifically, the implied
CDF must be monotonically increasing over the entire domain. Moreover, it must start with the value of
0 for underlying price of 0 and must approach the limit of exactly 1 for marginally large underlying price
values.
We start the argument from the most general form. We prove that expectation equals integration of
cumulative density function, and use this property to determine European style option prices.
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Proposition 4.1. Let CDF and PDF be defined as














by di erentiating both sides by x, with confirmation taking x limit to  1
Proposition 4.2. Let Ct(K,St) be the price at time t of an option with strike price K. Then, the forward
price is Ct(K,St)erT . Then the second strike-derivative of forward option price gives the probability
density function of the underlying asset price  ⇤t (K), i.e.
@2(Ct(K,St)erT )
@K2
= '⇤t (K) (2)
and the first strike-derivative gives either the integral of P.D.F from strike price K to infinity for European






















Next, since there will be multiple computation and algebraic tools used to derive expression for implied
PDF and CDF, we first define the notation system to be used. Furthermore, we explicitly define how these
notations are converted back/from other common notations or conventions.
Proposition 4.3. X follows a non-standardized normal distribution, i.e. X ⇠ N (µ, 2). Then, the CDF
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can be expressed in terms of cumulative density function as





and the integration of CDF as
Z x
 1





















then, the integration of non-standard normal CDF is, from definition:
Z x
 1
F (x)dx = E[(x X)1[X  x]]
= xF (x)  E[X ⇥ 1[X  x]]





































Since some of the tools (e.g. Wolfram Alpha and Mathematica) used in this thesis used the expression
of the error function, but formulation is more explicit and clearer to read, when expressed in cumulative
density. In the below sections of the thesis, all expressions are converted to cumulative density. Here, in
Proposition (4.4), we derive the relationship between error function and the cumulative density and use this
to convert software/website generated expressions to notations in this thesis.

































































. One other form that is often used in literature is:
erfc(x) = 1  erf(x) = 2  2 (
p
2x)
Now, we move on to formulate the calculation of implied probability distribution from Black-Scholes
formula. The Black-Scholes formula assumes underlying asset price to follow geometric Brownian motion
and assumes risk neutrality. As proven in the above Proposition 4.1, we will first compute the implied PDF
and implied CDF from the Black-Scholes option price formula. Some notation conventions on this formula
will be introduced here.
It is important to note that from here on, the security prices will be described as "forward option price",
i.e. the price of option at its expiration date, deduced using continuous compounding and risk free rate.
Now, we will explicitly derive the the first- and second order derivatives of forward option price, with
respect to the forward underlying price, the strike price, and the expiry-adjusted volatility as listed above.
This step is essential for later evaluation of economic meanings, since as we have proven, the first and second
derivatives are directly linked to the probability distribution of the underlying asset.
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Proposition 4.5. With Black-Scholes option price defined as
























A = K = strike price
B = Se(r  )T = forward underlying security price
C = Ct(K,St)erT = forward option price
V =  
p
T = expiry-adjusted volatility



































































































Next, we will derive the implied PDF by taking second derivative of Black Scholes option price with
respect to strike price again, as described above in Proposition 4.2. The result is a function of the functions
V (K) and A(K) and their respective first and second order derivatives, all with respect to K, the strike
price.
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Proof. Now, for the PDF (second strike-derivative), we use Taylor Expansion to extract terms up to the






































By algebraic operations, we can find the solutions for first and second partial derivatives of C with





































































































































From here, the simplistic parameterization approach introduces a user-defined, time-varying volatility
functions, along with its first and second strike derivatives, into the above equations as V (K). The output
is an explicit function solely depending on K, the strike.
5 Results from User-Defined Polynomial Representations of Volatility
In this section, polynomial representations of volatility surface will be introduced from suggestions of
other research. From this representation of volatility surface, the implicit probability density distribution will
be calculated and examined, using the result from the previous section. The distributions, both cumulative
and density, will be visualized. We then detect any unrealistic anomalies that would imply that a certain
degree of market distortion. This would conclude that the volatility representation caused market distortions.
Economic interpretations of these market distortions will be further discussed in the next section.
Specifically, the following criteria on the implied PDF and CDFs in each model must satisfy:
• The first strike-derivative (CDF) must be monotonically increasing over the entire domain.
• The first strike-derivative (CDF) must start with the value of 0 for underlying price of 0 and must
approach the limit of exactly 1 for marginally large underlying price values.
• The second strike-derivative (PDF) must be positive over the entire domain.
• The second strike-derivative (PDF) must sum/integrate to 1 over the entire domain.
The models to be studied below are polynomials with respect to the strike price after normalization by




For this analysis, we convert the parameterization formula into the notations we introduced in the
previous section for onsistency and readability. Specifically, we use A, the strike price, and B the forward
option price.
This modelling approach is outlined in detail in Alentorn (2004). Although the study is not published
on its own, it does illustrate the basic backbone of many such functional representative approach, although
other chosen functional forms may be more complicated, such as in Itkin (2015).





This constant volatility model is equivalent to the standard Black Scholes model, with volatility derived
as a linear regression on expiry. The probability distribution drawn from this model on underlying security
prices is hence valid as a probability distribution.
Figure 1: CDF generated from Model 0 is monotonically increasing from 0






Figure 2: PDF generated from Model 0 is always positive






Figure 1 shows that CDF assumed by Model 0 starts at zero and monotonically increases for until it is 1
and stays at 1 afterwards. Figure 2 shows the PDF as positive for all underlying prices.
5.2 Model 1: quadratic in scaled strike and expiry






















In the original paper, Alentorn (2004), this model is expressed in terms of scaled strike and expiry, and
may more explicitly convey the quadratic nature the author wishes to capture with this model,
 (K̂, T ) =  0 +  1K̂ +  2K̂
2 + ✏
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Figure 3: Implied CDF generated from Model 1 at a Glance: Discontinuity






Figure 4: Implied PDF generated from Model 1 at a Glance: Starting at Large Negative Value
1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000
-0.010
-0.005
Over the entire domain, the following results are unrealistic observations from Model 1:
• The PDF started at a large, negative value.
• After rapidly increasing from large, negative value to around zero, the PDF takes on a bell-like shape
for a moderate range of underlying prices up until 5000
• CDF started at 1, instead of zero, and shows rapid decrease with small underlying prices, until it is
close to 0
• Over a moderate range of underlying prices, until up to around 5000, the CDF shows monotonic
increasing trend until it reaches 1
• For underlying prices larger than around 6000, there is a discontinuity in CDF, jumping from 1 to 0
• For underlying prices beyond the jump price in the previous bullet point, the PDF is negative, and
CDF turns negative and decreasing.
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5.3 Model 2: quadratic model of scaled strike and expiry






























) + (    r)T
◆
+✏
Again, in Alentorn (2004) this model is expressed in terms of scaled strike and expiry, and may more
explicitly convey the quadratic (with up to quadratic terms with respect to both strike and expiry) relationship
the author wishes to capture with this model,
 (K̂, T ) =  0 +  1K̂ +  2K̂
2 +  3T +  4T K̂ + ✏
Figure 5: Implied CDF generated from Model 2 at a Glance: Discontinuity






Figure 6: Implied PDF generated from Model 2 at a Glance: Starting at Large Negative Value







Over the entire domain, the following results are unrealistic observations from Model 2:
• The PDF started at a large, negative value.
• After rapidly increasing from large, negative value to around zero, the PDF takes on a bell-like shape
for a moderate range of underlying prices up until 5000
• CDF started at 0, then with small underlying prices, decreases abruptly to a large negative value, and
then increases again until it is close to 0, at underlying price close to 0.
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• Over a moderate range of underlying prices, until up to around 5000, the CDF shows monotonic
increasing trend until it reaches 1
• For underlying prices larger than around 6000, there is a discontinuity in CDF, jumping from 1 to 0
• For underlying prices beyond the jump price in the previous bullet point, the PDF is negative, and
CDF turns negative and continues decreasing thereafter.
6 Economic Interpretations of Model Anomalies
We algebraically derived expressions for the PDF and CDF from each of the simplistic parameterization
methods. As a result, we observed 4 types of anomalies
• negative PDF
• non-monotonic CDF
• PDF undershooting to negative infinity
• CDF not converging to 1 (PDF does not sum to 1 over entire domain)
These 4 types of anomalies can be interpreted as abnormal behaviors of circulation of underlying asset on
the market
• The circulation is artificially being instantaneously removed from the market, and then put back into
the market at times where the density is positive, artificially causing overestimation in these areas.
• Circulation is removed from the market and then added back at di erent prices
• Circulation at higher underlying prices are instantaneously removed and permanently lost
• Some removed circulation are never put back into the market
Model 1 CDF starts with the value of 1, instead of 0, and monotonically decreases for relative small
underlying prices, until it is close to 0. This is match by large negative PDF that rapidly increases to close
to 0.
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Figure 7: Implied CDF generated from Model 1 Zoomed in for Small Underlying: starts from 1 and
decreases




Figure 8: Implied PDF generated from Model 1 Zoomed in for Small Underlying: starts from large negative
value








Realistically, this is equivalent to the market manipulation that artificially injects all circulation into the
underlying price of 0, then instantaneously removes any securities at these lower prices, as soon as they
available on the market.
This artificial removal activity of circulation is also seen, for when security price rise beyond a certain
point in very high price range. In this particular case, CDF jumps from 1 to zero and then continues its
downward trend. PDF takes on a similar trend, with even larger negative values.
Figure 9: Implied CDF generated from Model 1 Zoomed in for Large Underlying: Jumps from 1 to 0, then
negative







Figure 10: Implied PDF generated from Model 1 for Large Underlying: turns large and negative








The amount of removed circulation is artificially added to the range of underlying prices with positive
implied PDF/increasing implied CDF, in this case, the seemingly legitimate bell-shaped PDF for a moderate
range of underlying prices is built upon artificially introduced circulation. It causes a general overestimation
for the probability of the user-defined, so-called "moderate range" of security prices. Within this user defined
moderate range, the distribution is well-behaved in terms of positive PDFs and monotonically increasing
CDFs, but outside of the range, PDFs can be negative, and CDFs do not converge to 1 over the entire domain.
It may be intuitive, as done in some studies, to only focus on the behavior of this moderate range, and to use
scaling/truncation to force PDF to add to 1 over this limited range instead. However, such calibration of the
PDF will lead to the formulation for V being no longer true, because V is calibrated over the entire value.
In other words, calibrating the distribution over a limited range will violate the original regression formula,
which is tuned on the entire domain. This calibration is hence, impossible to justify.
In reality, the dangerous belief that underlying prices only vary within a "moderate range" is equivalent
to the securities at these high prices being again artificially taken out of the market immediately. The
e ect is similar to an enforced channel on the underlying security price, which is dangerous, expensive, and
unfeasible to maintain.
The anomaly found in the results for Model 2 is similar in nature, with the Model 2 implied CDF starts
at 1 and turns negative before it increases again to close to 0. This stands in contrast with Model 1, where it
decreases from 1 to close to 0 but never went negative.
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Figure 11: Impied CDF from Model 2 decreases rapidly to negative number of of order 107 for small
underlying prices





Figure 12: Implied PDF from Model 2 decreases rapidly to negative number of of order 107 for small
underlying prices








7 Stochastic Volatility Models: Dupire’s Formula and its Implemen-
tation
Using Black-Scholes model, in the arbitrage-free state, the valuation process follows
dS
S
= (r    )dt+  (t, S)dw⇤
where dw⇤ ⇠ N (0, dt). The volatility function,  (t, S) is estimated from European put options data
and then used in the pricing of more exotic options.
Hence, under this setting, volatility becomes a function of the underlying asset price,  (t, S). The





(K   S)+'⇤t (S)dS
Now, to study the probability distribution of underlying process, we want to derive the forward PDE. From
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{ 2(t, S)S2'⇤t (S)} = 0













The detailed proofs for both Kolmogorov forward equation and Dupire’s formula is given at the end of
this section.
In contrast with the user-defined functional parameterization discussed in the previous chapters, there is
the other approach of stochastic volatility models, one that is based on the Dupire’s formula as introduced
above. This approach consists of essentially 2 steps to calibrate the volatility function from market observed
option prices.
1. Smoothing out the discrete forward option contract prices on a surface of expiry and strike prices. i.e.
expressing forward option prices as a fitted function of expiry and strike.
2. Application of stochastic volatility models, such as Dupire’s formula to obtain the volatility, using the
price function above, and the implied PDF and CDF from these models.
In conclusion, this approach fits functions of forward option prices instead of volatility itself and then
get input into models to compute volatility. The prerequisite that the second derivative is a valid probability
distribution can be implemented from the beginning. We can hence avoid this problem by using known
probability distribution with parsimonious parameters.
Specifically, here we explore the method of fitting integration of cumulative density distributions to the
forward option price. The is carried out in 4 steps:
1. Corresponding to the number of discrete data points (in this case, 5 European style put options
on Nikkei 225 index with di ering strike prices and the same expiry), find suitable candidates of
cumulative distribution types. The consideration is mostly for number of free parameters associated
with di erent kinds of distributions. In this case, since we have 5 data points, we look at distribution
candidates with 3 free parameters.
2. For the distributions designated, integrate the corresponding cumulative distributions. The result is
a function of option price in terms of strike prices with fixed number of free parameters, with its
derivative being a valid cdf, and hence the second derivative a valid pdf.
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3. Tune the free parameters with market observed data points. The result is a completely explicit function,
expressing forward option prices in terms of strike prices.
4. Use this explicit functional form to substitute into Dupire’s formula to compute the volatility.
In the last step, we used the same set of environmental parameters, i.e. risk free rate of 2% and dividend
rate of 1%, as the study in the previous section.
7.1 Choice of Option Prices Interpolation: Fitting Integrated CDFs
7.1.1 Model I: the composite model
The composite model describes fitting of discrete option prices with the integration of a CDF that is the
weighted sum of one exponential CDF and one lognormal CDF. This choice of model has 3-free-parameter
distribution that can be tuned with market observed prices.










, if x   0
0, otherwise
with   being the shape parameter (or standard deviation of the distribution), and µ being the mean of
the distribution. In summary, there are 2 free parameters associated with this distribution. The cumulative









, if x   0
0, otherwise








e x/µ, if x   0
0, otherwise





1  e x/µ2 , if x   0
0, otherwise
Hence, the CDF for the composite model is simply the weighted sum of the above 2 cumulative density
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+ (1  w)(1  e x/µ2), if x   0
0, otherwise
Then, using the composite model, we integrate the CDF above and tune with market price data. In this
case, we applied this model with µ1 = µ2 = µ for simplicity. With the CDF fitting function composing of
a lognormal and an exponential distribution CDF, the fitting function for option price is explicitly


















The principle of the stochastic volatility model is that the smoothing model must be risk-neutral, too,
for the computed final volatility results to be risk-neutral. This is ensured by fixing underlying distribution
mean to be the same as the forward value at maturity of spot price.
The composite model has mean given as
E(X) = weµ+ 
2/2 + (1  w)µ
and hence the risk-neutral condition to be satisfied is
weµ+ 
2/2 + (1  w)µ = S0 ⇥ e(r  )T
i.e. the degree of freedom in this fitting is hence 2 (2 free parameters to be adjusted).
7.1.2 Model II: 3-parameter Weibull
Another choice of fitting for the forward option prices data is the integration of the modified form of
a Weibull cumulative density function. (the 3-parameter Weibull, formula and applications explained in
detail in Teimouri and Gupta (2013), Johnson, Kotz, and Balakrishnan (1996), and Murthy, Xie, and Jiang
(2004)). The use of Weibull model was first promoted to model strengths of materials, a typical data set
with widely varying character. Since then, the model has been applied to many di erent disciplines, with
its widely known application being in reliability theory.
One important trait that sets Weibull model apart from lognormal model is that despite the two models’
identical first- and second- central moments, Weibull model has a lower third central moment than lognormal
model (Savickas (2002)), and hence is arguable more suited to model negatively skewed distributions. On
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the other hand, many studies have documented observance of negative skew in security prices, making it
theoretically sound to use Weibull model as a fit for the option price data.













Correspondingly, the cumulative density distribution is





with 3 free parameters µ,  , and ↵, capturing mean, scale, and shape, respectively.
















The principle of the stochastic volatility model is that the smoothing model must be risk-neutral, too,
for the computed final volatility results to be risk-neutral. This is ensured by fixing underlying distribution
mean to be the same as the forward value at maturity of spot price.












So the risk neutral condition is given by
E(X) = µ+   ⇥  (1 + 1
↵
) = S0 ⇥ e(r  )T
i.e. the degree of freedom in this fitting is hence 2 (2 free parameters to be adjusted).
Using either of the fitting methods described as above, we have a smooth function of option prices in terms
of strike prices, for a certain fixed expiry (cross-sectional interpolation of option prices). The parameter of
the fitted function can be tuned with real time forward option prices of contracts with di erent strike prices.
Furthermore, these functions are, by construction, twice di erentiable, with implied PDF satisfying the
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properties of a probability distribution. Now that we have a mathematically valid representation of implied
CDF and PDF, we can move on to use the Dupire’s formula to compute volatility. The rest of this section
will explain the approach of Dupire’s formula.
Theorem 7.1 (Kolmogorov Forward Equation). As described above in Theorem (4.2), the forward option
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{ 2(t, S)S2'⇤t (S)} = 0
Proof. As introduced in Theorem (4.2), the forward option price at time t can be expressed as







Now, proceed with a small increment in time dt, the corresponding forward price at t+ dt becomes







Applying the shift function




































































































































The common parts of all three terms in the above equation is
RK

















Theorem 7.2 (Dupire’s Formula). Based on Kolmogorov Forward Equation, we can express volatility as
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Hence, with the implied CDF and PDF for option price computed, we can use this formula to calculate
the volatility that is consistent in the sense such that the underlying assumption for underlying security price
indeed satisfies properties of a probability density distribution.
8 Volatility Computation using Dupire’s Formula: Data
Based on the aforementioned approach, the rest of the thesis will follow a di erent approach to the
parameterization method, but instead use the stochastic volatility model (Dupire’s Formula) to compute
volatility surface from market observed option price data.
Past studies have attempted various methods to construct an arbitrage-free volatility surface. Such
approaches include those that use some stochastic model for the spot price of the underlying and then
calibrating parameters to the sparse option market data (e.g. Heston model as in Heston (1993) or SABR
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model as in Hagan et al. (2002)). The di culty with this approach is argued by Itkin (2015) to be in choosing
with a model rich enough to fit the observed data well.
Here, we attempt to observe and evaluate this di culty, by fitting sparse option price data with the
2 distribution models outlined in the previous section (the composite model composing of a lognormal
an exponential distribution with the same mean, and a 3-parameter Weibull model), and then using the
calibrated models to calculated the stochastic volatility surface according to Dupire’s formula, giving an
arbitrage-free estimate of the volatility as a result. Through comparison of results from these 2 models, the
important of choice of distribution can also be illustrated.
Specifically, we used a data set consisting of European style, plain vanilla put options on the Nikkei 225
index. The put options are provided on JPX with monthly expiries. The most recently expiring contracts
were traded significantly more frequently than longer expiry ones, hence we limit the number of data sets to
those maturing in the next 2 months, and attempt to achieve a snapshot of strike-volatility relationship for
each of these 2 groups of contracts.
In this thesis, we use the last traded price for all option contracts, instead of quoted price. The data was
downloaded via Bloomberg after the market close on March 13, 2020. Contracts that are not traded on this
day are excluded from the data set. The purpose of these data set selection criteria is to make sure all points
reflect information that are pertinent to the latest day.
Descriptive information on the data set obtained is summarized in the following table:
Table 1: Descriptive Facts on Option Price Dataset (source: Bloomberg, Monetary unit: JPY)
April Puts May Puts
Number of Data Points 47 42
Underlying Instrument Nikkei 225 Index Nikkei 225 Index
Expiry (days) 28 56
µ( Option Price ) 1387 2398
STD(Option Price) 1039.21 917.9
At-the-money Price 17431.05 17431.05
µ( Strike Price ) 16428 19283
STD(Strike Price) 3464.2 1584.5
min(Strike Price) U8500 traded at U11 U16250 traded at U973
max(Strike Price) U20500 traded at U3490 U21875 traded at U3832
The expiry as in the above table is used to first convert option prices to forward option prices.
It may also be worth noting that the data set is downloaded in the middle of a turbulent time for the
equity market. Following rapid spread of COVID-19 virus, many foreign equity markets have experienced
historically large movements. On the particular day that this data is downloaded, March 13th, 2020, the
underlying stock index Nikkei 225 had a close price of U17431.05, recording a daily negative return larger
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than  6%.
At a glance, the data set we have reflects this short-term shock situation, with April Expiring puts having
conspicuously larger range of traded strike prices going into much lower price levels. Overall, the April puts
data also have a much larger standard deviation than the May data set. (See Figure 13).
Figure 13: Boxplot describing the 2 data groups: April-expiring and May-expiring Nikkei 225 Put Prices
9 Volatility Computation using Dupire’s Formula: Results
9.1 Model I (Same-mean lognormal + exponential Composite Model)
We now move on to data fitting using the 2 data sets described in the previous section, to calibrate the
free parameters in our first distribution-based fitting model, the composite model, which links strike price
and option price with the function form as below (for derivation, review Section 6).

















The risk-neutral condition further requires
weµ+ 
2/2 + (1  w)µ = S0 ⇥ e(r  )T
The coe cients to the fitted composite model is listed in the table below:
The total R2 (for the combined 2-month long dataset) is 83.6%. It is worth noting that since the
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Table 2: Coe cients of fitted Composite Model





R2 (in-sample) 0.904 0.737
r     (risk-neutral) 0.017 0.019
underlying asset is an equity index, it is di cult to have an exact value of dividend rate. Hence, we relaxed
the risk-neutral condition to have the r     value variable between an acceptable range (1% to 2%).
It is worth noting that in the optimal fit, almost all weights are given to the lognormal distribution part of
the composite model. The lognormal distribution alone appear to provide a close fit to the data set we have,
with size as large as 47 data points. Also, the distribution mean parameter µ, in the fitted model for both
April and May data sets are the same value. Only varying the distribution   produced the variety needed to
fit both data sets.
The quality of fitting for the 2 data groups, using the composite distribution fitting function (weighted
sum of 1 lognormal distribution and 1 exponential distribution with the same mean) is shown in Figure 14
and Figure 15.
Figure 14: Composite Model Fitting for European Puts on Nikkei 225 Expiring in April 2020
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Figure 15: Composite Model Fitting for European Puts on Nikkei 225 Expiring in May 2020
As seen from Figure 14 and 15, this model, when calibrated to be almost entirely composed of one single
lognormal distribution, provided a fitting with in-sample R2 as large as 93% for the April data set, which
showed both larger range, number of points, and variation, than the May data set, for which the calibrated
model fit had an in-sample R2 of 70%.
Although must be viewed with caution, the large R2 value is a supporting argument that the lognormal
model and the fitting parameters we chose captured the dynamics of the underlying asset reasonably well.
Now we can substitute the calibrated parameters into Dupire’s Formula and construct the volatility surface
using this function, its implied CDF, and implied PDF. The resulting volatility surfaces (volatility curves in
this case, since there are no expiry dimension) are shown below in Figure 16 and Figure 17.
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Figure 16: April Expiry Volatility curve computed with Composite Model
Figure 17: May Expiry Volatility curve computed with Composite Model
The results for April and May volatility curves showed di erent dynamics, mainly due to the much
wider range of strike for the April data set. For the strike price range that the 2 data sets have in common,
both showed upward sloping volatility curves, with higher volatility for higher strikes, i.e. as the put option
becomes more in-the-money.
For the April data set, which started at relatively lower strike price range, there are more dynamics at
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lower strikes. The volatility first decreased with strike price, showing characteristic of a "volatility smirk",
a feature usually associated with equity options, describing the volatility grows higher with low strikes (as
the put becomes more out-of-the-money). Then the curve flattens and reverts to upward sloping for higher
strikes. The point of inversion of the trend appear to be smaller than/left of the at-the-money price of
underlying asset (< U17431)
Then,we expanded the data set in time dimension to estimate teh evolation in time. The implied PDF
and CDF surface are shown in Figure 18 and Figure 19., and the shape of volatility surface in the (strike,
expiry) space. The result is below in Figure 20.
Figure 18: Composite Model Implied PDF
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Figure 19: Composite Model Implied CDF
Figure 20: Composite Model Estimated Volatility Surface
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9.2 Model II (3-parameter Weibull Model) Results
Using the same data set, we applied fitting by distribution to smooth the sparse option price and then
compute volatility, with another distribution tool, the 3-parameter Weibull distribution, as derived in Section
















The risk-neutral condition further requires that
µ+   ⇥  (1 + 1
↵
) = S0 ⇥ e(r  )T
In the fitting process with this model, it became apparent that choice of parameter is a trade-o  between
R2 (goodness of fit) and adherence to risk-neutral condition. Parameters that follow the risk-neutral condition
often result in option prices curves far away from observed points. Parameters that give a reasonably good
fit, on the other hand, often result in deviation from the risk-neutral distribution mean.
Hence, with this model we can only present a set of parameters giving a close fit and evaluate its deviation
in terms of risk-neutrality. The conclusion is that 3-parameter Weibull model is not a good representation
of the underlying security movement. If this model is assumed for the underlying, then the observed data
can only be described as distorted.
Despite the unsatisfying fitting quality, the merit of experimenting with the 3-parameter Weibull dis-
tribution lies in this model’s ability to avoid overfitting, as Weibull distribution is one of the distributions
besides normal distribution that have fewer parameters to tune.
The coe cients to the fitted, non-risk-neutral 3-parameter Weibull model is listed in the table below:
Calibrating the 2 free parameters completes the construction of this model. This fitting gives a total R2
value of 85.33%, but a very large deviation from risk-neutral mean. To tune the model to similar orders of
magnitude with the data, the distribution mean very large too (order of magnitude 1018, while the risk-neutral
mean is on the order of 104). The quality of this fitting for the 2 data groups April and May, using the
3-parameter Weibull distribution fitting function is shown in Figure 21 and Figure 22.
As shown above in the Table 3, although this set of parameters seemingly produced a close fit with
reasonably large R2, to do so we have to tune the Weibull distribution mean to be very large. In conclusion,
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Table 3: Coe cients of fitted 3-parameter Weibull Model
April Coe cients May Coe cients
µ 8500 10050
↵ 0.102 0.1017
  1.2⇥ 1012 9⇥ 1011
R2 (in-sample) 0.895 0.790
r (assumption) 0.02 0.02
  (assumption) 0.01 0.01
Distribution mean 2.75⇥ 1018 2.2⇥ 1018
the fitting here only shows the very tail section of the distribution and the mean is far away to the right.
The shape of the dataset can only be closely fitted using the tail part of a 3-parameter Weibull distribution.
Assuming this entire distribution to be a model for the underlying would lead to invalid conclusions.
Still, here we will present the results using this set of closely fitted but non-risk-neutral parameters. We
will also force the model to fit under risk neutral conditions and show its inability to capture the characteristic
of our dataset, in terms of negative R2.
Figure 21: 3-Parameter Weibull Fitting for European Puts on Nikkei 225 Expiring in April 2020
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Figure 22: 3-Parameter Weibull Fitting for European Puts on Nikkei 225 Expiring in May 2020
It is worth noting that the fitting process often encountered local minimums, making optimisation
methods based on least-square-minimization more di cult to converge to sensible values than manual
tuning. The fitting results generated a closer fit to the May data as compared with April data, which had a
much larger range of strike prices and option prices. The coe cients to the fitted 3-factor Weibull model is
as follows:
The calibrated 3-parameter Weibull model is then applied to the Dupire’s Formula to construct the
volatility curve as a function of strike price. The resulting volatility curves for each of the April-expiry and
May-expiry groups are shown below in Figure 23 and Figure 24, respectively. Note that since this fitting is
not risk-neutral from construction, the volatility curve is not risk-neutral either. Hence, this result can only
be viewed as a reference.
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Figure 23: Stochastic volatility computed from April puts (3-parameter Weibull fitting and Dupire formula)
Figure 24: Stochastic volatility computed from May puts price data (3-parameter Weibull fitting and Dupire
formula)
In both April-expiry and May-expiry groups, the volatility for put options has an upward slope (increasing
volatility with strike prices, i.e. increasing as the put becomes more in-the-money). The constructed implied
PDF, CDF, and volatility surface for this non-risk-neutral Weibull distribution model is shown below. The
surface of implied PDF and CDF show how only the tail section of the distribution is captured in the
strike-price range.
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Figure 25: Weibull Model Implied PDF
Figure 26: Weibull Model Implied CDF
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Figure 27: Weibull Model Estimated Volatility Surface
In the next Table, we also forced the distribution to be risk-neutral and observed how the shape deviated
significantly from the data points that we have, leading to negative R2 statistic.
Table 4: Coe cients of risk-neutral 3-parameter Weibull Model




R2 (in-sample)  4.97⇥ 1021  1.39⇥ 1021
10 Conclusion
The renowned feature of volatility smile described the convex shape of volatility function when plotted
against a range of strike prices. The phenomena is termed as "volatility smile" because it shows, in general,
that volatility is lowest when option is at-the-money, and larger for points that are further away. If the plot
is overlay with another dimension, the expiry, then the variation of volatility is called a volatility surface.
Overall, this thesis examined 2 approaches to imply volatility surface from market observable option prices.
The 2 methods examined are the simplistic parameterization approach and the stochastic volatility model.
The simplistic parameterization method uses pre-determined functions to fit to observed implied volatility
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data, as a function of strike price normalized by spot price. The functional forms used include polynomials
of di erent degrees and some forms more complicated than polynomials.
This thesis examined the implied risk-neutral PDF and CDF from each functional form. Using alge-
braically derived expressions, the results in this thesis showed that the polynomial form simplistic parame-
terization methods violate risk neutral arbitrage free condition arbitrage-free assumptions in the risk-neutral
setting. Specifically, this approach artificially introduced unacceptable economical implications, which can
be interpreted as market manipulation that are artificial, as shown from the shapes of pdfs and cdfs. Types
of anomalies are described in sections 3 through 5, and are summarized below.
The first simplistic parameterization model tested is the constant volatility model. It is equivalent to
Black-Scholes model. As expected, it introduced no anomalies in the PDF domain. The second and third
parameterization models both expressed volatility as varying with expiry and strike prices. Both of these
models showed negative PDFs corresponding to non-monotonically increasing CDFs, and also CDFs that
do not converge to 1 over the entire domain.
We interpret this probability result as the description of circulation behavior, thus the anomaly as ma-
nipulation of market circulation. Whenever negative density occurs, the interpretation is that the circulation
is artificially being instantaneously removed from the market, and then put back into the market at times
where the density is positive, artificially causing overestimation in these areas.
Furthermore, the CDF’s do not converge to 1 over the entire domain. We interpret this anomaly as the
total of removed circulation and added amount not cancelling out, resulting in net removal of circulation
being never put back into the market and hence, are permanently lost.
Negative PDF’s occurred both at underlying prices close to zero, and for underlying prices that are
relatively large (> 6000U). Overall, the manipulation is similar to one in which the underlying price range
is artificially being kept between a user-defined range. In reality, this kind of practice is extremely expensive,
dangerous, and rarely the case. This is wrong in an economical sense.
In summary, the first part of the thesis gave economical interpretations to the anomalies caused by
simplistic parameterization approach.
For the second part of the thesis, we followed the stochastic volatility model. The Dupire’s formula
is outlined and proved in section 6, and we ran a numerical simulation empirically using this formula
combined with a nonlinear smoothing on the dataset. Naive uses of Dupire’s formula cause numerical
di culty, but using di erent models of the underlying distribution gives a very nice fit, and this pdf must be
risk-neutral. Specifically, we choose di erent models of the underlying distribution, derive expressions for
prices accordingly, and then calibrate parameters to the dataset. We used a dataset consisting of European
put options on Nikkei 225 index, with 2 di erent expiries. We used Dupire’s formula combined with 2
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di erent smoothing models for discrete option prices. The 2 di erent distribution models chosen are the
composite model (lognormal+exponential), and the 3-parameter Weibull model.
This exercise, as expected, showed 3-parameter Weibull model to gives bad fitting qualities and are
unacceptable under risk neutral requirements. On the other hand, composite model is good. It turns out that
the tuning of the composite model showed most of the weighting allocated to the lognormal part. Naturally,
since lognormal is the underlying assumption Black-Scholes Equations, the composite model, which is an
adjusted version of lognormal, produced better fitting. We can confirm that the composite model produced
an extremely good fit (with total R2 being 83.6%.)
We then proceeded to plot our estimate of the Dupire’s volatility function by having linear parameteriza-
tion with respect to time, and then with another dimension of underlying price to give the Dupire’s volatility
function. The result is an estimated volatility surface in the strike and expiry directions. It is shown that the
slope in the volatility function is steeper when contracts are closer to expiration.
The key 3-D plot for this stochastic volatility model is can be found in Section 8 as Figures 18-20. More
detailed descriptions for the formulation, the data, and the results could be found in Sections 6 through 8.
Due to circumstances at the time of the thesis is written, the dataset we have is unfortunately limited in time
span to 2 months, and we are very careful not to extrapolate too much beyond the observed range of prices.
Hence, there is room for a further extension of the result to draw more conclusions about properties of the
volatility function when we have the appropriate data needed.
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11 Appendix
11.1 R code for fitting option price with composite distribution model
x_may <  NKY_PUTS_MAY$OPT_STRIKE_PX
r _ f =0 .02
e x p i r y =58
y_may <  NKY_PUTS_MAY$PX_LAST exp ( r _ f   e x p i r y / 360)
ds _may <  data . frame ( x_may = x_may , y_may = y_may )
compos i t e<  f unc t i on ( x , mu , sigma ,w, c ) {
+w 1 / 2  ( exp (mu + sigma ^2 / 2)   e r f ( ( mu + sigma ^2   l og ( x ) ) / ( sqr t ( 2 )   s igma ) ) +
+x  e r f c ( ( mu  l og ( x ) ) / ( sqr t ( 2 )   s igma ) ) )+(1  w)   ( x+mu exp( x /mu))  c}
m_may <  n l s ( y_may ~ compos i t e ( x_may , mu , sigma ,w, c ) ,
data = ds ,
s t a r t = c (mu=9 . 8 , s igma = 0 . 4 6 ,w=0 .98 , c =11100) )
11.2 R code for computing stochastic volatility using Dupire’s formula and the
composite model
s e c o n d d e r i v<  f unc t i on ( x , mu , sigma ,w) {
+ w  ( exp ( ( l og ( x) mu)^2 / 2 / s igma ^2 ) / x / s igma / s q r t (2   p i ))+(1 w)  exp( x /mu) /mu}
f i r s t d e r i v <  f unc t i on ( x , mu , sigma ,w) {
+ w  e r f c ( ( l og ( x) mu) / s igma / s q r t ( 2 ) ) / 2+(1 w)  (1 exp( x /mu) ) }
compos i t e<  f unc t i on ( x , mu , sigma ,w, c ) {
+w 1 / 2  ( exp (mu + sigma ^2 / 2)   e r f ( ( mu + sigma ^2   l og ( x ) ) / ( sqr t ( 2 )   s igma ) ) +








d e l t a =0 .01
v o l a t i l i t y = sqr t (2 / (K^2) / s e c o n d d e r i v (K, mu , sigma ,w)   ( f i r s t d e r i v (K, mu , sigma ,w)+
+( r d e l t a )  K  f i r s t d e r i v (K, mu , sigma ,w)+ d e l t a   compos i t e (K, mu , sigma ,w, c ) ) )
11.3 R code for fitting option price with 3-parameter Weibull distribution
x_may <  NKY_PUTS_MAY$OPT_STRIKE_PX
r _ f =0 .02
e x p i r y =58
y_may <  NKY_PUTS_MAY$PX_LAST exp ( r _ f   e x p i r y / 360)
ds _may <  data . frame ( x_may = x_may , y_may = y_may )
w e i b u l l <  f unc t i on ( x , mu , a lpha , beta ) {
+ ( x mu) / a l ph a   ( x mu) / a l ph a / beta gammainc (1 / a lpha , ( ( x mu) / beta ) ^ a l p h a )}
m_may <  n l s ( y_may ~ w e i b u l l ( x_may , mu , a lpha , beta ) ,
data = ds ,
s t a r t = c (mu=10050 , a l p h a = 0 . 1097 , beta =9e11 ) )




a l ph a =0.1097
beta =9e11
r =0 .02
d e l t a =0 .01
s e c o n d d e r i v<  f unc t i on ( x , mu , a lpha , beta ) {
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+ a l ph a / beta  ( ( x mu) / beta ) ^ ( a lpha  1) exp (   ( ( x mu) / beta ) ^ a l p h a )}
f i r s t d e r i v <  f unc t i on ( x , mu , a lpha , beta ) {
1 exp (   ( ( x mu) / beta ) ^ a l p h a )}
w e i b u l l <  f unc t i on ( x , mu , a lpha , beta ) {
+ ( x mu) / a l ph a   ( x mu) / beta
 gammainc (1 / a lpha , ( ( x mu) / beta ) ^ a l p h a )}
v o l a t i l i t y = sqr t (2 /K^2 / s e c o n d d e r i v (K, mu , a lpha , beta )
 { f i r s t d e r i v (K, mu , a lpha , beta )
+( r d e l t a )  K  f i r s t d e r i v (K, mu , a lpha , beta )+ d e l t a   w e i b u l l (K, mu , a lpha , beta ) } )
11.5 Mathematica code for computing implied PDF and CDF
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